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The Cambridge Commodities 
Charitable Trust welcomes you to

The CC Charity 
Ball 2019
in honour of the 

Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust
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Welcome
I am honoured that you’ve chosen to join this year’s Cambridge 
Commodities Charity Christmas Ball. You are all amazing people, 
thank you.
 
We are so fortunate to have a world class hospital in Addenbrooke’s on our doorstep. It 
evokes so many memories for me, for friends and family, and for people we’ve spoken to, that 
Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust (ACT) is, once again, our chosen charity. A charity that doesn’t 
focus only on the less well-off, the less fortunate, the disabled. It’s all encompassing, focussing on 
everyone. Walking into the main concourse you are met with a bright, welcoming feel, a positive 
mood, and beautiful, thought provoking artworks. This atmosphere, this culture is driven by ACT. 
ACT is there to bring a smile, offer some light relief, bring a bit of fun to everyone who visits the site 
and make that stressful time more optimistic. We are passionate that we do everything we can 
to give something back to the staff, friends and patients of Addenbrooke’s, and ACT fits that bill 
perfectly. 

The 1st of July 2019 marked CC’s 21st year in business and I could not think of a more fitting way to 
mark this anniversary than by attempting to raise more funds for Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust. 
Already this year, members of the team have cycled and conquered the cobbled hills of Flanders, 
we’ve baked, sold and eaten hundreds of beautiful cakes, dressed in pink, dressed like it was the 
80’s, dressed like vampires (we do like to dress up!) and held a variety of raffles. We’ve completed 
Prudential Ride100, where 10 intrepid CC explorers cycled 100 miles through London’s beautiful 
closed streets and Surrey’s slopes, including the cruel Box Hill. All of these events lead us towards 
tonight, our second Christmas Ball where we will aim to best the £51,000 raised last year and 
hopefully, please all of you, smash it to pieces. 

Thank you again for supporting this event, your contribution is phenomenal and something you 
should be proud of. Open your wallets, get out your cheque books and max your cards, and do 
ask your guests to do the same. There’ll be plenty of ways to spend money tonight, buy some 
Christmas presents, donate generously and I assure you it will make you feel amazing about 
yourself and we will love you. 

James Stevens
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A message 
from ACT
Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust 
(ACT) has one sole aim, to make our 
great hospitals even better. Together 
with our generous donors, we save 
lives and transform lives every day 
at Addenbrooke’s and the Rosie 
hospitals.
 
We do that by raising funds to support vital 
investment in cutting edge technology, ground 
breaking research, specialist services and additional 
patient comforts. We are an independent registered 
charity connecting givers with causes, funding 
projects and facilities that would simply not be 
possible with NHS funding alone. 

Addenbrooke’s and the Rosie are part of Cambridge 
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (CUH). It’s 
one of the largest and best-known hospital trusts in 
the country, providing acute, general and maternity 
healthcare for the local area, the region and 
beyond.

• We fund new and additional services where 
the NHS has no obligation and/or insufficient 
resources to do so.

• We enhance services above the level that can 
be attained using government funding.

• We support innovation and research on a time 
limited basis – pump-priming new initiatives and 
bridging gaps in funding from other sources. 

Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust is entirely reliant on 
the funds we raise from individuals and organisations. 
For our longer-term projects, including investing in 
innovative research and state-of-the-art technology, 
we are thankful for the support of businesses, 
philanthropic individuals, charitable trusts and 
foundations. Every donation, whatever the size, helps 
us make this great hospital a world-leading hospital.
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Tonight, we 
are delighted that 

Cambridge Commodities 
are supporting us as we 

fundraise to provide advances 
in diagnosis, treatment and 

care across the whole hospital. 
Projects just like the Family 
Therapy Service and the 

Children’s Emergency 
Ambulance.

“
“
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The Family Therapist: £20,000 would enable 
us to fund the service 

Family plays an important role in our emotional, 
physical and spiritual development. Each individual 
in the family unit impacts and is impacted by 
the others. One person’s illness or tragic loss can 
therefore change the lives and interactions of all the 
other family members, sometimes with devastating 
effects. Without the right support families can 
experience a cascade of further distress, mental 
health problems and family breakdowns. 

We want to provide a Family Therapist for 
Addenbrooke’s Hospital to support families through 
these difficult times.  Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust 
is raising funds for this new role which will provide 
dedicated support to families who have suffered 
the loss of a loved one or experienced a traumatic 
event leaving a family member in hospital. 

The Children’s Ambulance: £50,000 would 
close the funding gap and enable us to kit 
out 2 ambulances 

Addenbrooke’s Hospital is home to the East of 
England’s Paediatric Intensive Care Unit. (PICU) 
Whilst it provides state-of-the-art care to critically ill 
children, it does not have a dedicated children’s 
ambulance service. This is surprising given that adults 
and new-born babies benefit from specialist services 
of their own. 

Regular 999 ambulances are not kitted out with the 
specialist equipment required to keep critically-ill 
children alive during transfers, so we currently rely on 
the London-based specialist service. This often results 
in long delays, which for those children and families is 
simply unbearable. 

We now wish to introduce a new service, 
comprising of two specialist ambulances based 
at Addenbrooke’s in Cambridge, to provide an 

‘intensive care unit on wheels’ which will provide 
emergency care as quickly as possible to children 
who need it, from the moment the ambulance 
arrives.

Whilst the staffing of the service and the ambulances 
will be funded by the NHS, we are seeking charitable 
support to kit out the two ambulances with specialist 
paediatric equipment, to ensure the best possible 
care for all children who might need the service, 
giving the best possible chance of survival.

Amanda Cahn, Head of Children’s Services at 
Addenbrooke’s explains: “This service will cover 
the whole of the East of England and enable 
children to receive the highest level of care at the 
earliest opportunity, transferring them to PICU at 
Addenbrooke’s and back to their local hospital 
when they are ready.”

On behalf of all those who will benefit from the 
above services – thank you so much.

Christopher Walkinshaw, Trustee of ACT

Christopher Walkinshaw became a trustee of ACT 
in 2015, having been a supporter of Addenbrooke’s 
and ACT for many years through 
long-established family and 
business connections and 
also through the Friends 
of Addenbrooke’s. 
Christopher is actively 
involved with a number 
of organisations across 
the Greater Cambridge 
area and is committed to 
supporting efforts to reinforce 
the position of Addenbrooke’s, 
and Cambridge more widely, as a 
world-leading centre of excellence for healthcare.
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Aerial Collective
Auction Prize 
Money can’t buy tandem Spitfire 
flight experience!

Premium providers of warbird flight experiences. 
Choose from the iconic Spitfire, majestic Mustang or 
powerful Sea Fury, and take to the skies from historic 
Duxford airfield for an adventure above the clouds.

This magnificent and memorable prize includes two 
aircraft flying in tandem. Fly yourself in one aircraft 
and your chosen guest in the other and wave to 
each other from the sky! 

Departing from Duxford, discover how it feels to fly 
over the beautiful Cambridgeshire landscape and 
create a moment in time you will never forget.

Dare to dream and take to the skies to fly in a Spitfire 
aircraft that is considered to be the most famous 
plane of WWII.
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Turnberry
Auction Prize 
Turnberry, Scotland one of the finest 
golfing destinations in the world!
 
Named 2019 Best Golf Resort in Europe this is an 
amazing price for any golf fanatic and guests to stay 
and play at one of the most iconic golfing properties 
in Scotland.

A fabulous prize, at the Turnberry, Scotland offers an 
incredible golfing experience to thrill golfers of all 
abilities.

You and up to three guests will navigate your 
way across the greens and around the bunkers 
of The Ailsa, which has shaped some of the most 
remarkable moments in the Open Championship’s 
history. 

During your stay, you and your guests will have 
access to The Spa and leisure activities, with 
breakfast included in your two twin Villa bedrooms.
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I a
m the mystery prize, 

That’s why we’re here, that’s
 a

 FA
C

T!?
I c

an come in any size.
I h

ave eyes but cannot see, 

Want to
 f nd out, then bid on me.

The m
ore you bid, more money fo

r A
C

T,
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Raffle Prizes
£50 Voucher for Siam Seasons, Ely
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

2 night luxury stay at Langrish House, 
Hampshire
Sponsored by BITE Investments

Afternoon Tea for 2 at Poets House Hotel, Ely
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

Behind the scenes guided tour of aircraft 
restoration at Duxford
Sponsored by Aircraft Restoration Company

British Airways flights for 2 to a European 
destination of your choice
Sponsored by Transglobal (Flights term time only)

Children’s Ride on Lamborghini Aventador
Sponsored by The Cambridge Commodities 
Charitable Trust

Ely City Golf Club, One round of Golf
Sponsored by Ely City Golf Club

Escape Room Experience at Oliver 
Cromwell’s House, Ely 
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

Family Ticket to Dick Whittington Panto at The 
Maltings, Ely
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

Gift Pack from The Mile Tree Brewery
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

Apple iPad Air
Sponsored by CDW Ltd

Luxury Men’s Sock Giftset
Courtesy of The London Sock Company

Professional Bike Fit
Sponsored by Flamme Rouge

Savoy Grill Kitchen Table Experience for 8
Sponsored by The Cambridge Commodities 
Charitable Trust

School Training Session with former 
Gloucester and England Star James Simpson-
Daniel

Signed Bradley Wiggins Cycling Jersey
Sponsored by Flamme Rouge

Signed Fabian Cancellara Cycling Jersey
Sponsored by Cambridge Commodities

Table for 4 at the Kings Head, Dullingham
Sponsored by Crown Catering

Tickets for 2 at The London Symphony 
Orchestra
Sponsored by AFEX

VIP tour for 2 at The Sake Brewery, Fordham
Sponsored by East Cambridgeshire District Council

Your height in Hippeas
Sponsored by Hippeas

Your height in Ugly Cans
Sponsored by Ugly

Tickets for WASPS RFC Home Game for 4 
people
Sponsored by WASPS RFC
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AFEX
AFEX is proud to sponsor the 2nd 
annual Cambridge Commodities 
Charitable Ball in support of the work 
of Addenbrooke’s Charitable Trust.

Our Values
AFEX is a privately held company, built on a 
foundation of trust, expertise, and value. Each of our 
22 global offices has a distinct personality and place 
in its community.

AFEX focuses its philanthropic efforts on charitable 
causes that help families and children thrive. We 
are proud to support the work of Addenbrooke’s 
Charitable Trust and applaud Cambridge 
Commodities for its dedication and commitment.

About us
AFEX pioneered personalised global payments and 
risk management solutions, providing a tailored 
approach since 1979. AFEX is a trusted business 
partner to more than 35,000 private and commercial 
clients across a wide range of industries. With offices 
across Europe, the Americas and Asia-Pacific, we 
operate seamlessly around the clock, processing 
more than one million transactions each year. 

Our solutions include: 
• Cost-effective cross-border payments in a wide 

range of currencies.
• Award-winning settlement options and same-day 

delivery for many currencies.
• Customisable hedging tools, including rate 

orders, forward contracts, and currency options.
• Market-leading technology including our online 

platform, AFEXDirect, and customisable APIs.
• State of the art encryption and security 

measures.

Get in touch
Our offices in England are in London and 
Manchester. Please call 0800 680 0626 to learn more 
about our global payments and risk management 
solutions or visit afex.com. 

Contact information:
Will Hainsworth, Senior Hedging Advisor at AFEX
 0207 004 3856 (DD)
 whainsworth@afex.com
 www.afex.com
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Attention 2 Detail 
Wedding 
& Event Styling
My name is Fran and I first set up 
Attention 2 Detail after planning my 
own wedding in 2011 and falling 
absolutely head over heels in love 
with all things wedding, not just my 
groom!

I am a Mummy to two. I was very blessed to have my 
little boy in 2012 who completely swept me off my 
feet. I then had my little girl in 2015 and motherhood 
has certainly showed me what life is really about. 
Children make you happy and I believe your career 
should make you feel just as happy, every day also.

Before marriage I had spent the previous 5 years 
working as an Interior Designer in Peterborough 
designing local homes to top London hotels. I had a 
bit of a Eureka moment and decided I could use my 
design skills and love for weddings to set up an Event 
Styling company, that I could also fit around my new 
baby boy. Welcome the birth of Attention 2 Detail.

I have spent the last 7 years building up my portfolio 
of weddings and events, some small and intimate, 
some big and lavish. I love nothing more than sitting 
down and embracing the excitement and emotion 
that all of my clients are going through. From 2019 
I have been able to invite clients to my brand new 
design studio in Norfolk to look at samples and 
discuss ideas.

We offer many centrepieces, chair dressings, table 
plans, favours, backdrops and anything to add that 
wow factor. We can source items in on request and 
design products to be bespoke. We have many 
clients who trust us to create a stunning interior for 
their event and therefore they have one less thing to 
worry about when planning such a big occasion.

I consider it a huge honour to be asked to play a 
part in any event. Design is a passion of mine and 
I always say the difference between something 
good and something amazing is ‘attention to 
detail’. I have made some great friends for life whilst 
transforming venues, I hope I can continue to do so 
whilst doing a job I adore.

Congratulations on raising some incredible funds for 
such a fantastic cause and I do hope you enjoy your 
night.

If you are planning a wedding or event in the future 
then please quote “CCCT Ball 2019” and you will 
automatically receive a 15% discount on a booking 
with ourselves.

Contact information:
Francesca Pacey
 07969 384677
 fran.a2d@mail.com
 www.attention2detaileventstyling.co.uk
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Meadow Barn 
Developments
Meadow Barn Developments Ltd is a 
privately run family business providing 
a hands on caring approach to 
all business specialising in Property 
Lettings, Block Management and 
Development benefiting from over 30 
years of experience.

The rental portfolio extends throughout East Anglia 
consisting of flats, bungalows, country cottages, 
contemporary houses, a range of commercial units 
and exclusive private moorings.

Management services are not only concentrated 
on their own properties but also are provided 
to selected customers, supported by providing 

detailed budgets based on years of experience and 
demonstrating efficient use of funds.

Development projects include refurbishing buildings 
of national historical interest in order to provide 
flats and various properties of character while 
concentrating on preserving the future of the 
building. Barn conversions and new build schemes 
are also completed with a focus on achieving 
houses of architectural interest.

Contact information:
 01487 842069 / 07768 792865
 enquiries@mbarndevelopments.co.uk

Property Lettings, Management & Development

BARNMEADOW
DEVELOPMENTS LTD

01487 842 069   |   07768 792 865   |   Enquiries@mbarndevelopments.co.uk
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A huge thank you to Deanta
for sponsoring the Disco

Déanta UK
At Déanta we deliver outstanding 
quality internal doors throughout the 
UK. All of our beautifully stylish interior 
doors are distributed from our site in 
Lancaster Way, Ely and feature our 
uniquely innovative designs.

Producing the highest quality products is extremely 
important to us, so we only use the best hand-
selected veneers from North America. All of our 
prefinished veneers are third party FSC certified 
and are sourced from environmentally responsible 
forestry.

Customer service sits at the heart of everything we 
do. We believe in developing long term and trusted 
relationships with our valued customers. 

Contact information:
 01353 698602
 sales@deanta.co.uk
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A huge thank you to EACS
for sponsoring the Table Decorations

EACS
EACS is the expert in the delivery of IT 
services to the mid-market. 

It is an award winning and carbon neutral trusted 
provider of IT solutions and managed services to a 
wide range of UK organisations of all sizes.  

Founded in 1994, EACS supplies practical innovative 
and cost-effective IT products, solutions and services 
to business.  Our technology and business solutions 
include: 
• End to end Managed Services
• Hardware and Software Procurement and 

Services
• Cyber security and security management 

services
• Professional services, including Business 

Transformation, Project and Programme 
Management, 0365, and Microsoft Dynamics

• Cloud and Virtual consulting and delivery 
services

• Apple Services

EACS is completely vendor agnostic and by being 
such ensures that the right technology and business 

solution is always chosen for its customers based 
on their needs. EACS is focussed on quality and 
service excellence and therefore is very proud to 
have attained 6 ISO accreditations and has recently 
extended its Cyber Essentials Qualification.  

Through Optimise IT, EACS’ own, and now the UK’s 
largest independent annual technology showcase 
event, EACS draws industry leaders, vendors and 
attendees from across the UK across all business 
sectors to listen, learn and discuss all things IT.  

This year, Optimise 2020 is being held on Wednesday 
10th June 2020 at Silverstone Racing Circuit. To 
register to attend this showcase, please visit our 
website EACS.COM.

Contact information:
 0800 8047 256
 information@eacs.com
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Oliver Cromwell’s 
House, Ely
The Celestial Medlar - a sinister time-
travelling magician! 
 
Based on the Escape Room principle, this activity 
is designed to accommodate between 20 and 
40 people and provides a unique journey through 
history in a thrilling adventure. Your group will be 
divided into four teams and then they will be pitched 
against one another with the task of completing 
a series of puzzles in the quickest time. Each team 
will have to visit four rooms within Oliver Cromwell’s 
House and work out the puzzles that, when put 
together, will give you your ultimate answer. Your 

challenge is to complete the assignment before any 
of the other teams. 
 
Complete with an awards ceremony at the end, 
this fun activity takes approximately 90 minutes 
and is priced at £25 per person. The event can be 
undertaken after 5.30 pm on a day of your choice, 
subject to availability.

Contact information:
 01353 662062
 info@visitely.org.uk

The Celestial 
Meddler

Flamme Rouge 
Cycles 
Flamme Rouge is a cycling business 
based in Bedford.

Run by a team of passionate cyclists we are a 
unique business that strives to increase cycling 
participation and help people love their bikes!

We run an Elite Cycling Team and offer cycle sales 
from Trek and Bianchi. The team will also service your 
bike, offer bike fitting and run group rides from our 
café shop every weekend.

We are proud to have worked in partnership with 
Cambridge Commodities over the last 2 years 

helping them to raise money for Addenbrooke’s 
Charitable Trust.

If you want to develop your passion for cycling or 
just enjoy a great cup of coffee, pop in to see us in 
Bedford.

Contact information:
 01234 266204
 jamie@flammerouge.cc
 62-64 Bromham Road, Bedford, MK40 2QG
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Global Reach 
Group 
Global Reach is a leading provider 
of corporate and private foreign 
exchange, offering strategic insight 
and guidance to help clients more 
effectively manage their currency 
exposure. 

We are institutionally-backed, market leading 
specialists in foreign exchange, authorised by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Our experts 
have been helping clients for 17 years and in 

that time, we’ve grown to employ more than 130 
people, offering our clients access to more than 140 
currencies and transacting over £4.8bn of foreign 
currency last year alone.

At Global Reach, our leadership team brings 
together years of experience across a wide variety 
of sectors. We believe this expertise uniquely positions 
us to achieve fast paced growth, whilst continuing 
to offer our clients market-leading products and a 
premium service.

Contact information:
Sam Jones
 0203 465 8251
 sjones@globalreachgroup.com
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A huge thank you to Grovemere
for sponsoring the Table Wine

Grovemere 
Property 
Grovemere is a family owned business 
which has evolved into a provider 
of well-managed, high quality 
employment space. 

Our principle business park is Lancaster Way Business 
Park at Ely. Lancaster Way attracts a diverse range 
of large and small scale businesses and Grovemere’s 
vision is to provide flexible high quality employment 
space for future growth, enabling Ely to provide a 
range of employment opportunities and reduce 
commuting to Cambridge.  

As well as letting the existing property on the business 
park Grovemere is able to offer development land 
for sale or Design and Build opportunities on either a 
freehold or leasehold basis.

In April 2016 part of Lancaster Way was allocated by 
the Government to become an Enterprise Zone to 
help further support growth in East Cambridgeshire.  
This has helped attract new businesses to the area 
including the University of Cambridge who relocated 
their bookstore to Lancaster Way in 2017.  

2019 marks the 30th Anniversary of the formation of 
Grovemere Property and in this our benchmark year 
we are pleased that we have achieved our dream 

of building a Coffee Shop on site and opened our 
new trim trail.  We are also happy that a new bus 
service will be starting later in the year, all of these 
things are working towards us creating a more 
sustainable environment which people enjoy working 
in.

Cambridge Commodities are a good example of 
a business that started off renting a small unit on 
Lancaster Way and we helped grow into larger 
premises until they were of the size to buy land and 
build their own 80,000 sq ft unit.

There are 40 acres of developable land still available 
on the Enterprise Zone. If you would like further 
information about opportunities on Lancaster Way 
please to not hesitate to contact us. 

Contact information:
Harvy Biddy
 01353 666666
 harvey@grovemere.co.uk
 www.grovemere.com
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Harriet Flather 
Harriet is a professional musician 
based in Rutland. 

She has been playing the harp since 2004 and 
has performed in venues including Birmingham 
Symphony Hall, La Mortella in Ischia and De 
Montfort Hall. Her audiences have included Michael 
Parkinson, The Vamps, Her Grace The Duchess of 
Rutland, The British Ambassador to Italy and HRH 
Prince of Wales.  

Contact information:
 harriet.flather@hotmail.co.uk
 www.harrietflather.co.uk
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Hippeas 
We don’t follow the rest of the snack pack. We go 
our own way.

We think ‘tastes good’ and ‘do good’ can be in the 
same sentence.

And we like, totally, love snacks.

Join us to change things for the better, one chickpea 
at a time.

Contact information:
 sophie@hippeas.com
 instagram.com/hippeas_snacks_uk
 www.hippeas.com

Isle Interactive 
Isle Interactive is a full service web 
design and development agency 
based in Ely. 

We design, create and manage web, tablet and 
mobile systems for business, education and brands 
across the UK and further afield. 

We have experience working for successful small 
and medium sized businesses, national publishers, 
world leaders in education & science, famous record 
labels and global brands. 

Our mission is to produce work which competes on 
a global stage and to be respected as one of the 
most intelligent and creative digital agencies in the 
Cambridge and East Anglian region. 

We are proud to support Cambridge Commodities 
on their amazing fundraising work for ACT. Please 
do visit the website we donated to promote the 
Cambridge Commodities Charitable Trust which can 
be found at www.cclcharity.org.uk. 

Contact information:
Richard Copping
 01353 661310
 r.copping@isleinteractive.co.uk
 www.isleinteractive.co.uk
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King’s Head, 
Dullingham / 
Crown Catering 
Cambridge 
Crown Catering Cambridge is led 
by a team of passionate, energetic 
and inspired individuals dedicated to 
providing superb catering and a high 
level of personal service. 

As a team, we have several years of catering and 
event management experience. First and foremost 
we offer a professional, bespoke catering service 
offering inspirational menus that incorporate only 
the best ingredients.  Combine this with a strong 
focus on organisation and event management, an 
eye for flair and creativity and above all, meticulous 
attention to the tiniest detail and you can be rest 
assured that your occasion will be a guaranteed 
success. 

We are extremely proud to be principal caterers to 
Tattersalls in Newmarket, Europe’s leading Bloodstock 
Auction House; sole caterers to Chippenham Park; 
and approved caterers to many of the area’s 
leading wedding and event venues.   

In addition to our hugely successful outside catering 
service, we are proud owners of the King’s Head in 
Dullingham - our 2 AA Rosette Award restaurant just 
outside of Newmarket offering refined, inspired and 
contemporary food and warm hospitality.  Our Head 
Chef shares our passion for food and innovative 
dining, sourcing ingredients from local suppliers 
to add a modern twist to classic cuisine which is 
reflected in our menus.

Contact information:
 01638 507702
 info@crowncateringcambridge.com
 www.crowncateringcambridge.com
 www.kingsheaddullingham.com

THE KING’S HEAD
DULLINGHAM  

CROWN CATERING
CAMBRIDGE
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London Sock 
Company 
London Sock Company combines 
quality products with British heritage 
to inspire self-belief and confidence 
in today’s men.

We offer a carefully selected range of luxury socks 
which connects with every man’s desire to add 
personality in a professional or casual environment.

At London Sock Company, we focus on providing 
our sock wearers the ultimate ‘sock’ experience 
through our beautifully packaged stylish socks and 
gift boxes. We believe that pulling on a great pair of 
socks in the morning has the power to transform not 
just your style, but your state of mind.

Contact information:
 020 3879 4558
 help@londonsockcompany.com

Malco Freight  
Malco Freight Ltd is a longstanding 
and well established Family owned 
Freight Business based on Lancaster 
Way Business Park, Ely.

We are an Award Winning Member of TPN (The 
Pallet Network) made up of over 100 strategically 
placed Depots, specialising in Next Day/ Time critical 
and Economy Palletised Freight to the whole of UK 
Mainland and Ireland. We are able to offer single 
pallet to full load solutions and our team expertly 
manage all distribution requirements.

We work closely with many local companies in 
offering a bespoke/ tailored service and are proud of 
our trading relationship with CCL since its inception.

Contact information:
Alison Jeffrey
 01353 666848
 alison@malcofreight.co.uk
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Gary Rowsel 
Photography  
Gary Rowsel Photography is Gary & 
Clare, a husband & wife team based 
in Sutton, Ely.

We are very much people photographers, 
specialising in weddings, portraits and events.
If you’d like to know more about us and our 
photography, visit our website.

Contact information:
 07940 386887
 gary@garyrowsel.co.uk 
 www.garyrowsel.co.uk

Pink Lamp   
We are your partner in epic event 
production.

Creating immersive lighting experiences and 
providing superior sound installs, it’s what our team 
excel at. Make your next event one your guests will 
never forget! Let us bring your dreams and visions to 
reality.

Contact information:
Charlie or Lucy
 01223 654621
 hello@pinklamp.co.uk
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Soopa Doopa 
Branding
We are specialists in the supply and 
creation of branded promotional 
products and corporate gifts. In the 
last year Soopa Doopa have been 
voted second-best promotional 
merchandise distributor in the UK, 
and Business of the Year for East 
Cambridgeshire.

We have managed orders and campaigns of all 
sizes, including national campaigns for blue chip 
companies and political organisations, supplying 
both the merchandise and the logistics to fulfil the 
client’s requirements. We are here to help no matter 
the size of the enquiry, campaign, or event.

We have a wealth of industry and product 
knowledge that allows us to select the right product 
for your campaign every time. Let us know about 

your target audience, campaign brief, end goal and 
budget and we’ll use our expertise to put together 
a comprehensive list of fun, quirky, practical items to 
meet all your needs.

Outstanding customer service is at the core of what 
we do, we strive to deliver consistently fantastic 
service to all of our clients, order after order.

For more information or just for a lively chat with one 
of our Soopa team call us.

Contact information:
 01353 665685
 help@soopadoopa.com 
 www.soopadoopa.com
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The Old Hall Ely
Welcome to The Old Hall Ely, a 
privately owned country house 
bed & breakfast and wedding 
venue, located one mile from Ely 
in Cambridgeshire, in a beautiful 
countryside setting overlooking three 
ornamental lakes and Ely Cathedral 
itself.
 
The Old Hall Ely is renowned for its welcoming 
atmosphere and is run entirely by the Morbey 
family, who have many years’ experience in hosting 
weddings, events and bed & breakfast guests. We 
pride ourselves from being the opposite end of 
the spectrum from a hotel, to be totally exclusive, 
creative, flexible and personal.

We welcome our bed & breakfast guests into our 
great hall, before showing you to your en-suite 

bedroom. Complimentary tea and cake is served 
from 4:30pm – 6pm in front of our roaring log fire, 
where you can relax and unwind. 

On an event day, couples and their guests will be 
able to enjoy the exclusive use of our beautiful house 
and grounds to celebrate their occasion.  We are 
situated one mile from Ely railway station which has 
excellent links to London and the rest of East Anglia.
 
For further information about our accommodation 
and weddings, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Contact information:
 01353 663275
 events@theoldhallely.co.uk

Trans Global 
Freight 
Management 
Bespoke Freight Solutions – By Air, 
Land & Sea.

A personal service, expertly delivered – that’s what 
makes TransGlobal stand out and it’s what keeps our 

customers coming back to us time and time again.  
No matter how big or small your freight requirements, 
our expert, dedicated staff will find – and deliver – 
the best solution for you.

Contact information:
 01932 778100
 greenhithe@trans-global.com
 79 High Street, Greenhithe, Kent DA9 9RD
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BITE Investments 
Our mission is to empower individual 
investors by making alternative 
investments available to everyone, 
everywhere.

We are a fintech company that uses technology 
to enable high net worth investors to access and 
invest bite-sized amounts into private equity, venture 
capital and real estate funds.

BITE’s activities are regulated by the FCA.

Contact information:
Henry Reynolds
 0203 725 6242
 hreynolds@biteinvestments.com

Ugly Drinks 
We are ugly. And we’re not going to sugarcoat it for 
you: we’re just a drink.

No unobtainable lifestyles.

No ridiculous promises.

Just the way we like it.

No sugar. No sweetener. No calories. And absolutely 
nothing artificial.

So can the other cans. It’s time to get ugly.

Contact information:
 hello@uglydrinks.com
 /  @uglydrinks_uk
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www.cclcharity.org.uk


